
HEA Executive Board Meeting
Date: February 3, 2015

CALL TO ORDER
ROLL CALL 

xJohn Langelund, xEileen Duhig, xMary Amidei, xCathy Lanyon, xMaureen Coutre, xMillie Naughton, Julia 
D’Agostino, xKristi Aguilar, xKaren Brennan, Ryan Manning, Katie Krajewski, Connie Wrobleski, Thom Koch, 
Karen Janisch, xRenee Schiemann, xAnthony Dengler, xSandra Cruickshank, xSue Bonnem, xLindsay Gerjol, 
Rich Viviano, xAnne Foley, Patti Powell, xDeb Jones, xKatie, Bartel, xToni Schramm, xHillary Marchel, xErin 

Brickman, xChris Kwiatkowski, xErin Roche,x Brenda Henriksen, Shelly Goodman, Jen Schmidt, xMarc 
Infante, xTeri Plohr, Jodi Jost, xNathan Hahn, xCheryl Sanks, xCarrie Strauts, Anita Sherling

MINUTES OF LAST MEETING: 
COMMITTEE REPORTS: sympathy cards were sent to Kathy Ford and Cathy 
Hender
Budget: Explanation/Discussion of only amounts spent thus far; intake from district and 
out put to IEA; 2012 correction in one on one assistants $.
UNFINISHED BUSINESS:
1. Breakfast updates - Due to weather,breakfast was cancelled and was unable 

to be rescheduled.
2. Negotiation Updates - President Letter given out last week explanation. Not a 

public forum. As of now only very small language issues in the contract have 
been agreed upon. Feedback will be solicited from any group of members where 
issue is involved. Understandable that the manner of this process frustrates 
people. Be assured it will come to ratification. Reassure your members. Much 
time and effort is being spent for the good of all.

3. Future organization discussions cont. - see announcemnts
NEW BUSINESS:
1. Order of agenda - to meet needs and effective use of time for the good of 
the whole
2. This coming monday John presentation to the board -discuss the damage to 

staff relations from board actions - all may attend. As a result of last week 
board meeting from negotiating stand point: there are worse problems in 
districts, don’t believe the board is trying to hurt us or hurt kids but we still 
have to negotiate with them. Moving forward in the best interest of everyone.

3. Headline in the Tribune:  Rauner pensions salaries etc. He stated, when 
interviewed by IEA, that some of his people will look to was WI and Indiana as 
examples. Concerns about him being out to harm to unions and where unions are 
going to be in a year or two or three - plan ahead with concerns as an 
association. 

4.  New Meeting Procedure for Building Reports: In order to streamline meetings 
and still address important issues, please write up building concerns with the 



beneficial details that you have and submit them  (to John Langelund; cc’d to 
Maureen Coutre) by the THURSDAY BEFORE our scheduled executive board 
meeting. In this way, John can plan ahead and have responses for buildings or if it 
affects everyone, there can be simply addressed to all. If anything happens 
between handing in concerns and the meeting, bring them in written form to the 
meeting.
BUILDING REPORTS
TOWNLINE - question about curriculum and resources - will there be a CLT for 
them not meeting as a CLT themselves? (on the list for breakfast)
- in house schedule things working out
- lane changes in a contract change year (if something changes on the salary 

schedule this is more of an individual answer whether this schedule or last 
schedule - will be made equitable for all)  

- substitute concerns continue/asked to double up classes which effects lesson/
learning plans. (on Breakfast list to talk about) 

ASPEN -  SB7 2nd year teacher’s waiting this year’s evaluation - (default is 
proficient)
- concern for board member conflict of interest and code of conduct in day care 

issue. Wrote concerns sent to John.
- News paper had contacted teachers for comment (fine to make a statement, 

recommendation to be smart and thoughtful with what you have to say - it is 
appropriate to supply the letter that was read at the meeting)

- would like a board apology made to the people specifically and publicly
- Commentary to last meeting: reduction of 45 minutes of physical activities would 

be disappointing and counter productive, remove certain fun programs/
curriculum, lack of time for important communication, not beneficial to anyone.

- computers and maternity leave (Demitri doing an assessment to see if we have 
computers for substitute use. There are older computers that can’t handle 
what the teachers need to do like Power School - This has been brought to 
Nick every month for a year - there is no good solution as of yet, but they 
are aware of the difficulty) what do we tell these teachers (as of right now 
they are expected to leave their computers because we don’t have the 
resources to do it....they are not going to deny or disagree, we don’t have 
the resources - John will ask again at Breakfast meeting)

- teacher computers crashing and taking over 4 months to get returned  (will bring 
up at Breakfast meeting)

- devaluing the staff 
- are CLT meetings mandatory? (yes, part of the job that we do) major 

frustration with lack of sub and planning time subs
SOUTH -  kindi and 1st class sizes 26-27 students / aide to split, but always 



pulled for subbing and access testing rather than being in the classroom (this is a 
topic with negotiations)    
MIDDLE SOUTH -  none
NORTH - detailed notes
- district site for next year’s calendar.... make up days at the end - there is a 
problem (it is on the list of things to talk about )     
MIDDLE NORTH – update on crisis backpack - need clarification on training/
directions for subs/difficulties uploading/concern of staying or leaving building in 
crisis
- should bylaws be looked at for updating with negotiations 
- SB7 docs. starting dates - (the email said disregard)
- new teacher meetings on HEA days - (John will have another conversation 
regarding this)

- want to increase union coming to new teacher meetings - Duhig has done some 
presentations - really want to get experts involved

- union presidents that work part time or full time.... can our dues be raised to 
support and do that? - maybe make our process more timely and effective (the 
response to dues increase was previously seen - this would be a significant 
increase - we can run some numbers to show the effect)

- could our president have done anything previous to the decision on daycare to 
change the outcome (It is a board decisions - eloquently addressed as 
teachers and petition signed. Not sure what anyone else could have done to 
change that?) Can big decision items be discussed with HEA and board/Nick  - 
proactively. Feel they started discussing this over a year ago - but we did not 
know about the bid until so soon now. (need to watch board meeting agenda/
notes. HEA being clear on our stance prior to the vote. Feel the minds of 
board were made up already and not sure what would have changed. So many 
items and issues are out there for discussion that don’t come to fruition, so 
not always able to be as proactive as one might think)

- Retirement question 2019- (currently as we negotiate, we hope that it remains 
the same - date etended for which members can send retirement letters to 
March 1st, rather than Feb. 1 - the people in the limbo need to hold on to 
see where negotiations goes with this - we wont have a positive answer, but 
it is not a good situation - if necessary HEA will move to grievance process 
from where we are - as of now, no one has lost financially. If this is not 
part of their new contract idea, then we can proceed with the grievance 
when people don’t get their 6% - must be a loss before this takes place/part 
of the process) feel this stress everyone out and is unacceptable (this is the 
HEA position - that anyone submitting now is covered on our contract - the 
board does not that see it that way - our hope is that it has a positive 



resolution - if it is not then we will go ahead with the grievance - have 
members keep  paper trail of their information/responses). 

- uncomfortable about not knowing names for who is on the SB7 committee 
evaluations and what information that they see, and when letters are sent, 1st 
year teachers (members are John, Lindsay, Duhig, Collins, Waggoner, Barkley 
- don’t see anyone’s information - it is all done blindly/no names). 3rd page is 
a signature with no other information - could be used for saying we signed 
something else. (Letter for printing is askew and signature was transferred to 
3rd page. If you are concerned, sign on the end of the 2nd page.  There is 
not a deadline to get these letters out contractually.

  1st and year teachers don’t have an SB7 letter because they haven’t been 
through a whole evaluation cycle. 1st year teachers told this, but clarification 
could be better.)
- concern regarding conferences in February. All are to put in 7 hours - but related 

arts have been told they are only required to attend 4 conferences - and the 
other times are free for them to just work.

DUAL LANGUAGE -  sub issue continues - Because of spanish speaking  school, 
ours takes a certified spanish speaker to pull and sub - but then  she misses her 
IEP kids. 
-maternity computers                           
TOWER - none
LINCOLN - Next year clumped in with Freemont and Mudelein in our little hallway. 
Things have been vague - talked to Rene - not many answers. We will have an 
administrator that is not even from our district. There are  bussing issues, times 
staggered due to a very tiny turn around driveway - (very valid concern, have 
asked Nick how things are going to look. Have requested Nick include Lincoln 
on the planning issues - please let John know if you are not involved) does Nick 
do a listening tour there -(yes) It is uncomfortable that there are people looking 
around the building and checking it out and we don’t know who they are at this 
point.
Lincoln has longer hours and it is hard to get substitutes - what we are 
experiencing - big chuck of time off in the middle of the day - not attractive to 
substitutes (is it the extra duty/specializations of kids?) not sure .
No common planning time because of kids coming right at the beginning of the day 
(yes, supposed to be that chunk of time in the middle of the day)
- evaluations: teacher lessons in spanish, but evaluator doesn’t speak spanish (age 
old issue - state level is asking this too - no direct answer right now)

- Lincoln is forgotten about in registration and residency for this coming year - 
information is given to building secretaries by their administration (will be 
brought up at the breakfast meeting)



- talked to Rene about scanning for driver’s licenses - Lincoln doesn’t have this 
technology. (will bring it up at breakfast)

- want to know more about negotiations (since building reports were first, see 
above)

ANNOUNCEMENTS - Future organization: Help HEA to understand the 
communication that would be best. Open to suggestions. 
-Feedback: the tone of what we do at this meeting and at building meetings is 
discouraging people don’t want to be part of that.
If being part of unions is optional like WI (regarding Rauner) then where do we go 
with our efforts? Try to be positive, and actively focused. We have a decent 
working relationship with administration, yet a multitude of things to make 
better. Although there are a lot lot worse off districts regarding relations, 
we want to be as best as we can be.
How do we improve things and go to the next level? 
ADJOURNMENT: 4:30-something!

                                                  
                                               




